The balanced truncation approach to model reduction is considered for linear discrete-time periodic systems with time-varying dimensions. Stability of the reduced model is proved and a guaranteed additive bound is derived for the approximation error. These results represent generalizations of the corresponding ones for standard discrete-time systems. Two numerically reliable methods to compute reduced order models using the balanced truncation approach are considered. The square-root method and the potentially more accurate balancing-free square-root method belong to the family of methods with guaranteed enhanced computational accuracy. The key numerical computation in both methods is the determination of the Cholesky factors of the periodic Gramian matrices by solving nonnegative periodic Lyapunov equations with time-varying dimensions directly for the Cholesky factors of the solutions.
Introduction
for the reduced system as stability, minimality and an a priori specified bound for the approximation error, leads usually to a periodically time-varying state dimension for the reduced order periodic system. Trying to fulfill the same error bound by imposing constant dimensions results usually in higher order approximations. Finally, allowing varying dimensions helps to develop completely general numerical methods based on truncation formulas able to address the reduction of nonminimal stable periodic systems as well. Such a feature is not only desirable but is obligatory for a satisfactory numerical method, otherwise even systems which are nearly nonminimal can not be properly handled. Note that all methods based on direct truncation formulas to compute reduced order periodic systems can fail when applied to nonminimal systems unless timevarying dimensions are allowed.
In this paper we describe the BT model reduction approach for periodic systems with time-varying dimensions and generalize well known results on stability and minimality of the reduced system [13], and the guaranteed approximation error bounds for standard discretetime systems [l] to the periodic setting. For complete put and output vectors. Our approach is based on reformulating the periodic model reduction problem as a standard model reduction problem for time-invariant discrete-time systems via the cyclic reformulation technique introduced in [12] . The derived error bound for time-varying dimensions is essentially the same as the bound derived in [9] using an LMIs-based balancing approach for constant dimension systems.
In this paper we address the truncation (BT) generality we also allow time-varying dimensions for inmodel reduction approach of linear periodic discretetime systems with time-varying dimensions. There are several reasons to consider a time-varying state dimensions setting for studying the model reduction problems of periodic systems. The first reason is that generally the minimal (i.e., reachable and observable) realization of a periodic system with constant dimensions can have a periodically varying state dimension [5, 4, 181. For such system the model reduction problem can not be generally solved by using, for example, a pure balancing based approach since a minimal balanced realization with constant dimensions may not exist even if the original system has constant dimensions. Methods using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) were used in [9] with the same goal of avoiding the need for existence of minimal balanced realizations. On contrary, a minimal balanced realization with time-varying dimensions always exists [18]. A second reason is that the proper formulation of the periodic model reduction problem generally produces reduced order models with time-varying dimensions. For example, imposing standard conditions We also discuss numerical approaches to compute reduced order periodic systems by the BT method. A first method belongs to the family of square-root methods with guaranteed enhanced computational accuracy. The matrices of the reduced periodic system are computed using appropriate truncation matrices determined exclusively using the Cholesky factors of the periodic reachability and observability Gramians. This method is a generalization of the square-root method for standard systems [15] to the periodic case. An alternative balancing-free square-root approach has 0-7803-6638-7/00$10.00 0 2000 IEEE the advantage of a potentially better numerical accuracy in case of poorly scaled original systems. By avoiding the use of possibly ill-conditioned balancing based truncation formulas and by using instead wellconditioned truncation matrices, the accuracy of computations can be often significantly improved. This second method extends the balancing-free square-root approach for standard systems [16] to periodic systems. The key computation in both approaches is the solution of nonnegative periodic Lyapunov equations with timevarying dimensions directly for the Cholesky factors of the periodic Gramians. For this purpose, a recently developed numerically reliable computational algorithm is employed [MI.
Preliminaries
Consider the linear discrete-time K-periodic system where the matrices Ak E Rnk+lXnk, Bk E Rnk+lXmk, 
where Gk is the infinite columns matrix
The periodic system ( 1 ) is completely reachable if (2) holds for all k .
Definition 2. The periodic system ( 1 ) is observable at time k if
where Fk is the infinite rows matrix
The periodic system ( 1 ) is compl'etely observable if (4)
holds for all k .
Definition 3. The periodic system ( 1 ) is minimal if it is completely reachable and completely observable.
For an asymptotically stable periodic system, the nk x nk reachability Gramian at time IC is defined as
where Gk is defined in (3). Similarly, the nk x nk observability Gramian at time k is defined as Notation. For a K-periodic matrix x k we use alternatively the script notation
which associates the block-diagonal matrix X to the cyclic matrix sequence xk, k = 0 , . . . , K-1. This notation is consistent with the standard matrix operations as for instance addition, multiplication, inversion as well as with several standard matrix decompositions (Cholesky, SVD). We denote with a X the K-cyclic shift
of the cyclic sequence X k , k = 0,. . . , K-1. By using the script notation, the periodic system ( 1 ) will be alternatively denoted by the triple (A, B, C) and the timevarying state vector dimensions are denoted compactly by n = (no, ..., ~K -I ) .
Balanced truncation method
For an asymptotically stable periodic system the two Gramians are nonnegative definite and satisfy nonnegative (or positive) discrete periodic L yapunov equations (PDPLEs) as follows: the reachability Gramian P satisfies the forward-time PDPLE
while the observability Gramian Q satisfies the reversetime PDPLE
Let T k E RnkXnk be a K-periodic i_vggble matrix.
Two periodic systems (A, B, C) and (A, B, C) related by the transformation
are called Lyapunov-similar and (8) is called a Lyap n o v similarity transformation, The Gramians and Q of the transformed system (A, 23, C) satisfy 
to compute the balancing transformation matrix 'T and . its inverse 7-1 as
7-= STVC-112,
Assume from now that the original periodic system (1) is minimal and balanced and the periodic gramians are partitioned as follows 2381 urk+l 2 . . . 71. This bound is analogous to that of [9] for constant dimension periodic systems.
For an original minimal periodic system the reduced order model resulting by the BT method can be computed by performing first a balancing transformation and then simply truncating the trailing states such that fix a given acceptable approximation error the above bound is satisfied. This method is however not applicable if the original system is non-minimal. Moreover, unnecessary accuracy loss can occur if balancing is performed for badly scaled original systems. In what follows, we discuss numerically reliable approaches to compute the matrices of the reduced model by means of appropriate truncation formulas.
Square-root BT method
For an asymptotically stable non-minimal periodic system (A, 13, C), the balancing transformation is not defined because the system is not completely reachable and/or not completely observable, and thus, from Proposition 1 or 2 C in (9) (A,, B,, C,, ) using the approach of the previous section.
We show now how it is possible to determine directly the matrices of the reduced system (d,,L?,,C,,) using appropriate truncation formulas which generalize t,hose in the standard case [15] . Let us write the singular value decomposition (9) at each time instant IC in the partitioned form where Ck,l E R T k X T k , uk,1 E R T Z k X T k , vk,1 E R n k X P k and Ck,l > 0. From the above 'decomposition define,
. . , EK-~J), the truncation matrices L = EFaU?R,
Then the matrices of the reduced system can be computed using the truncation formulas
The computation of the reduced model relies exclusively on square-root information (the Cholesky factors of Gramians) and this leads to a guaranteed enhancement of the overall numerical accuracy of computations. Note that the key computation in determining the truncation matrices L and 7 is the solution of the two PDPLEs (6) and (7) with time-varying dimensions directly for the Cholesky factors of the Gramians.
Balancing-free square-root BT method
Ill-conditioned (i.e., nearly rank deficient) truncation, matrices C and 7 can result if the original system is poorly scaled. Since C T = I , the pair ( C , V defines a projector T C , in analogy to the case of standard systems. Thus, for any invertible W compatible with the pair (C, T) , the transformed pair of truncation matrices (E, 7) = (w-lc, 7w)
defines the same projected system but in a different coordinate form. To avoid potential accuracy losses, an alternative to balancing is to use a balancing-free approach to determine the truncation matrices. In standard case, such a method has been proposed in 
(18)
We have the following result. Proof. We observe that using (17) and (18), we can relate the truncation matrices in (14) with and 7 as is the correspotding similarity transformation having as its inverse X C -3 . This follows by checking that -U Since the balancing-free square-root approach always constructs well-conditioned truncation matrices, the use of this method for poorly scaled systems leads usually to an improvement of the overall computational accuracy.
Numerical issues
The main computational problem to perform model reduction of periodic systems by using the BT approach consists in solving a pair of PDPLEs of the forms (6) and ( The reduced equations are then solved by using special forward substitution algorithms. Note that to compute the Cholesky factors of the reachability and observability Gramians a single computation of the (extended) PSD of the monodromy matrix @ A ( K , 0) is sufficient. In this way, the cost to solve the two PDPLEs (6) and (7) is almost the same as the cost of solving a single PDPLE. Important computational subproblems are in this context the efficient and numerically stable solution of order one or order two PDPLEs and of low order discrete periodic Sylvester equations. Computational approaches for these subproblems are described in detail in [17] . An alternative to the Schur approach to solve periodic Lyapunov equations is to extend the iterative square-root technique proposed for constant dimensions in [17, Algorithm 51 to the time-varying case.
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the order reduction of periodic systems using the BT approach. From theoretical point. of view we provide results which generalize analogue ones for standard discrete-time systems for the stability and minimality of the reduced system as well as for the guaranteed approximation error bound. The computation of the reduced system matrices can be done by using numerically sound approaches: the square-root method or the balancing-free square-root methods. Both methods use exclusively square-root information in form of Cholesky factors of the Gramians and therefore have guaranteed enhanced computational accuracy. We believe that these methods represent completely satisfactory numerical approaches to solve periodic BT model reduction problems and can serve as basis for robust numerical implementations. The computational complexity of our approach to the periodic model reduction problem is 0 ( K E 3 ) , where E = max{ni}. Note that the computational complexity of an LMIs-based approach, although still polynomial in E, is at least with one order of magnitude higher.
The proposed setting with time-varying dimensions for the BT model reduction of periodic systems seems to be the only proper way to address the periodic model reduction problem. Note that time-varying orders of the reduced system matrices result always when, in analogy to the standard systems case, the separation of Hankel singular values is determined by a given error tolerance. This contrasts to [20] , where the interlacing property of the periodic Hankel singular values has been assumed. Note also that methods based on balanced forms are restricted to periodic systems which possess balanced minimal realizations with constant dimensions. It seems that ignoring the time-varying dimension aspect was the explanation for the lack of a complete theory of model reduction for periodic systems.
Remark.
During the preparation of the final manuscript, we were aware of the recent work [lo] , which partly parallels our results (Theorems 1 and 2). However, in contrast to our approach, the method of [lo] does not address the reduction of non-minimal periodic systems.
